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We are excited to hear the news that a possible solution for transportation for  the 

desperate families in North Pitt Meadows, North Maple Ridge and East Maple Ridge is being 

discussed and voted on at tonight's school board meeting.  It has been a very long year of 

writing letters, attending meetings, holding a rally, a public meeting and many many late 

nights. 

  

As this news comes to us just yesterday afternoon  we believe it came out in the agenda on 

Monday but did not read down far enough to see it and therefore only found out via the 

paper) we have not had much to time discuss what is being proposed. 

  

With only a few short hours to digest this news, we have come up with a number of 

question we would like to opportunity to ask however do not know how to go about doing 

this. It is out understanding that there may not be sufficient time at the school board 

meeting this evening to ask all of our questions and also. It is important that our questions 

be considered prior to this idea being voted on. 

  

We recognise that the both the board and school board trustees had previously voted to 

eliminate All the school buses for the typical children in out district, all 300 who qualify and 

the 70 courtesy riders. We also very much appreciate than difficult position you were put in 

when the announcement of a one time $6312,000.00 was announced. With the additional 

announcement of a continuation of the $631,000.00 being offered two days latter, your 

options became more open and that "school bus box" that you believed to be closed, had to 

be opened again. 

  

If the school board and school board trustees truly believe that there are families in this 

community that  need transportation as it is not offered via transit and the distance to 

school and condition on the road to school are not safer four out children, they will be open 

to listing to our questions and considering what we have to say Before they vote on this 

proposal. It they truly want this school bus trial to succeed they will want to listen to our 

comments and suggestions and consider some changes as we have noted below. 

  

How can we go about having the opportunity to share out questions and suggestions prior 

to the decision being made? 

  

It is in all of our best interests to come up with a school bus plan that will be successful. A 

few more minutes of discussing and the opportunity for us to share our reasoning with the 

board and trustees with mean a better chance that this trial school bus run has a chance of 

making it. 

  

The following are our questions and suggestions.  Please keep in mind that some members 

are not even aware of this proposal as we have not been able to meet with them on such 

short notice to discuss any comments they may have. 

  

1... Courtesy riders? Courtesy riders are full price riders who help to offset the cost to 

operate the buses. 95% full will be a hard number to reach and having courtesy riders as an 

option to top up the buses would be a wise financial decision.  It would also be a way to 

supplement the money collected for the bus and reduce the cost to run. SD 42 uses funds 

from international students to supplement our budget. We also allow students from other 

districts, specifically the Stave Falls area of mission to attend school in Whonnock and then 

some high schools in Maple Ridge. We the per student funding we collected from the 

government to supplement our budget.  We recommend we therefore allow courtesy rides 

to supplement out transit budget.  The regulations can be as they are with high school 
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registration, in catchments, out of catchments with sibling, out of catchments then out of 

district. 

 

2. What if you have a student in grade 3 and one is grade 7 that live at the same address 4 

klm from school. As the distance to school to qualify to ride are different for these grades, 

will they only pick up the grade 4 student and leave the one in grade 7 to walk? Will there 

be some flexibility with this and can it be written in to the requirements? 

 

3. Can they implement a monthly pay option so we can pay per month? $415.00 is a lot of 

money to pay in one chunk.  Some other district provide a flex pay or monthly pay system. 

It has been mentioned that some flexibility exists however it is in "special" cases and not 

advertised as an option that exists. It is important to have this monthly pay or perhaps 

a  quarterly pay system offered.  Few of us are flush with cash that we can afford to pay 

$415.00 in one shot. and more if we have multiple children.  

  

4. What will the "family" rate be?  There is no mention of a family rate.  Will these be a 

maximum rate that each family will pay for those with multiple members in the family that 

use the bus?  We have not had time to research this however one member mentioned that 

Abbotsford has a $600.00 family cap.  A family rate existed in out district however the 

details have been removed. 

 

4. Can they allow all year round registration if there is space on the bus.Closing registration 

July 31st will limit the number of families who register. It does not allow for families moving 

into the district over summer or for those moving at other times of the year. It is of course 

wise to ensure the bus is full, so it would be a first come first serve with a wait list idea with 

registration available all year long. 

  

5. Can both a paper memo and a district email, not a parent portal message, be distributed 

to each member of the school community in the Whonnock, Webster's Corners, Garibaldi, 

Yennadon and Highland Park Elementary schools to ensure the families are learning about 

this proposal? We are well aware that the parent portal message at this time does not 

always get looked at and the message  does not always get through to the reach the 

intended recipient. 

 

5. Is there a zero room for error here? All conditions must be met no wiggle room? 

 

6. After the one year, what kind of contract time frame are they prepared to secure with a 

bus company. 

  

8. Can you inquire if school bus transportation can be written off as transit passes are? This 

has been the biggest question from our members after the initial hit of the doubling in 

fees.  What if anything can the school board do to initial some kind of conversation with the 

"powers that be" to find out if school bus fees can be included as a write off for parents, just 

like the transit fees are? 

  

9. What will become of the $100,000.00 that was budgeted for the transittion from school 

bus to no bus? Is this included in the money in this proposal or is that money left over? 

  

10. What schools are these proposed buses going to run to? 

  

11.  Will there  be any cathchment changes as a result of this trial school bus proposal. 

Catchment changes such as the ones we outlined in our list of recommendation. The newly 
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changed SRT to GSS changes and the North Whonnock from Websters to Whonnock 

Changes? 

  

In closing we would like to thank you for this opportunity. We have fought long and hard to 

try to express just how important access to education is for our children.  We will continue 

to fight this with the provincial government as we believe a provincial policy needs to be 

implemented. Every other province in Canada has transportation in the School Act except 

Ontario, who provides it anyway, to 825,000 students per day.  They need to establish 

reasonable walk limits so that all district are the same and constant with the rest of Canada. 

We have contacted every DPAC in the province and will continue to fight.  As we promised 

in our letters and meetings, we understand that this is not simply an access to education 

fight, rather an underfunding of education fight and as we promised, we will continue this 

fight. 

  

  

Kindly advise how best to ask out questions and share our concerns prior to this vote taking 

place. 

  

Pascale Shaw 

  

Save the Maple Ridge School Buses 
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